Article is devoted to a problem of social identity in the globalized world. It is characteristic that "threats" of identity which face during globalization processes are represented more real and obvious while "prizes" remain more speculative. Advantages which are born with itself in respect of identification processes by globalization are usually described in connection with a phenomenon of liberty of choice of such identity. The categories of evidence "obvious" to "globalisers" act as a universal criterion with which they approach assessment of all phenomena and social practice accompanying globalization in general. It is natural that such approach has to encounter the known resistance -the symbolical violence committed at the global level is resisted both by symbolical barriers at the local levels, and the antiglobalistic movement, itself gaining global character.
Introduction
The social identity in the context of globalization processes draws the increasing attention of researchers, and is analyzed as in the context of relevant and potential prizes, and threats. In general, as is well-known, the anthropological reflection, or identification, is defined how all other identifications (sexual, racial, ethnocultural, civil, class, professional) , by the negative and positive principle that is caused, respectively, by existence of opposite and identical individuals. In opposition of two subjectivity their mutual symbolical ranks are formed on the basis of character of the relations which they among themselves entered. "The endured relations, -Martin Buber writes, -an essence of realization congenital You in that You which is found through a meeting; what met You can be comprehended as forthcoming is apprehended in exclusiveness and, at last, the fact that to it the main word can be turned, is implanted in a priori relations" (Buber, 1995) .
In these relations affective, "expressional" (Parsons), the party plays an extremely important role in the course of mutual perception, and the intensity of experience defines both an arsenal of the symbolizing means, and degree of figurative saturation, in other words -the width and depth of a palette of the symbols caused in the person by the "forthcoming" personality.
Point of view
The group with which the individual identifies himself is always a phenomenon of a symbolical order, the carrier and a mediator of meanings, identity and values of the individuals included in it. In this regard, Anthony Coen selects two most basic characteristics of this social unit:
"members of human group (a) have something the general among themselves what (would) distinguish in their significant way from members of other group. "Community", thus, assumes at the same time similarity and difference. As the embodiment of these characteristics group borders act" (Cohen, 2000) .
The symbolical universum of the personality is formed and supported due to positive and negative identification where the first is identification with similar, the secondfinding of through understanding of existence of the vis-a-vis. The fact of awareness of own not identity with someone has character of the known stress. To weaken these experiences and to give them positive orientation, are called prestige, or -pathos of group -the stored and cultivated symbolical arch approving its superiority over all other. The complex of symbols of group is designed to regulate its state, and is implemented through daily practicians, or as Zdislav Maсh prefers to formulate, rituals. "All groups express the identity through rituals, and provide a social order and due behavior of the members. If between groups there is a conflict, rituals express differences between them, and divide the social world into two resisting orders -our and their, positive and negative. Thus, both social control and social change, -according to Mach, -are functions of a ritual, and, in effect, two aspects of the same process of symbolical representation and creation of identity" (Mach, 1993) . Positive assessment of own group and negative -the stranger is nearly the patrimonial characteristic of any group symbolical complex. "Symbolical borders are created for division of the world into "ours" and "their" domains, -according to Mach, -the Social space will be organized according to this division defining as well patterns of interaction between various groups. These relations consist, in addition, in further process of identification, consolidation of the corresponding models of identity" (Cohen, 2000) .
It is characteristic, in this regard, that "threats" of identity which it faces during globalization processes are represented more real and obvious while "prizes" remain more in those who submit to it, the representation which is throwing down a challenge to a habitual dichotomy of freedom and restriction" (Bourdieu, 1991) is. This observation as well as possible corresponds to current situation with assessment of a problem of identity and freedom in the globalized world. Anthony Giddens, for example, claims that "the tradition and custom more and more weaken the impact on our lives", and it is positive, according to Giddens, process as it "provides to the person the level of personal liberty unprecedented before" (Giddens, 2000) . The purpose -to minimize rebellious space, to colonize, subordinate all wild zones, whether it be in geographical space or in mental space" (Baudrillard, 2003) .
Conclusion
At the same time, it is characteristic in this regard that, judging by data of the last researches among our compatriots, the main identification characteristics develop at our citizens around phenomena of a primordialny order today, first of all -families and the nations. The effect of lack of "civilization identity" takes place, and it is represented to us more significant, than presence of identity racial and national -brutalizatied and hypertrophied.
